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3.4 DISABILITY
DISABILITY - WHO DEFINITION
“Disabilities is an umbrella term, covering impairments, activity limitations, and participation restrictions. An impairment is
a problem in body function or structure; an activity limitation is a difficulty encountered by an individual in executing a task
or action; while a participation restriction is a problem experienced by an individual in involvement in life situations.”
(World Health Organisation (WHO), no date.).
Disability cricket is for participants with any type of disability. People can also play mainstream cricket where appropriate.

DISABILITY - KEY MESSAGE
Cricket Australia is committed to enabling access to sport for all Australians regardless of ability.
CRICKET AUSTRALIA’S RELATIONSHIP WITH INDUSTRY SECTOR LEADERS:
Cricket Australia has long standing partnerships with several disability partners and is forging new relationships with others.
AUSRAPID is a national organisation established in 1986 to increase the sporting and recreational opportunities for all
people with an integration disability within Australia. AUSRAPID have been a key partner since 2004. The organisation has
helped Cricket Australia make cricket accessible to people with an intellectual disability as well as playing a vital supporting
role in creating an Australian team for cricketers with an intellectual disability. AUSRAPID also played a major part in the
creation of the Lord’s Taverners Shield.
The Australian Team for cricketers with an intellectual disability has provided an opportunity for cricketers with an intellectual
disability to travel overseas and compete in the Inas Tri Nations Series in England, South Africa and also here in Australia.
AUSRAPID has also played a key role in the running of the Lord’s Taverners Shield, an indoor cricket national championships for
cricketers with an intellectual disability. Cricket Australia is working closely with AUSRAPID and Special Olympics Australia
(SOA) to sign an MOU which aims to grow participation and increase high performance opportunities for cricketers with an
intellectual disability.
Special Olympics Australia, a new partner of Cricket Australia, has recently been working to grow participation at a
grassroots level and also helped organise the Inas Tri Nations Series held in Melbourne in March 2015.
The Lord’s Taverners Australia has been a long-term partner of Cricket Australia and a significant supporter of cricket in
Australia for many years. The aim of the Lords Taverner’s Australia is to raise money for people with disabilities to assist
them to participate in sport, predominantly cricket. They have supported many Australians to participate in the Lord’s
Taverner’s Shield and the Inas Tri Nations Series as well as many other cricket tournaments such as the Deaf and Blind
Cricket World Cups and other international tournaments.
Blind Cricket Australia has had a developing relationship with Cricket Australia for several years. CA is working closely with
Blind Cricket Australia to further develop this relationship to grow participation as well as support national competitions
such as the National Disability Championships and support the Australian Blind Cricket Team. CA is working with Blind
Cricket Australia to sign an MOU that will formalise the partnership between the organisations.
Similarly, Deaf Cricket Australia, Deaf Sports Australia and Cricket Australia are working closely on a joint MOU to formalise
their relationship. Deaf Cricket Australia has recently released a new strategy which is aligned with Cricket Australia’s
strategy and will ensure the sustainability of deaf cricket for years to come.

DISABILITY - FAST FACTS
• People with a disability represent approximately 20% of the Australian population.
• 2% of club cricketers are people with a disability.

DISABILITY - FOCUS GROUPS TO INCREASE PARTICIPATION
Australian Cricket’s focus disability segments, as outlined in the National Strategy, are:
• Deaf and hard of hearing;
• Blind and vision impaired; and
• People with an intellectual disability.
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DAVID HEMP
AUSTRALIAN TEAM
(FOR CRICKETERS WITH AN
INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY)
HEAD COACH

GAVAN HICKS
AUSTRALIAN TEAM
(FOR CRICKETERS WITH AN
INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY)
CAPTAIN
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3.4.1 DISABILITY
PARTICIPATION SPECTRUM
There are five variations of cricket available to participants with a disability:
1. No modifications
	e. g. An athlete with an intellectual disability may train and compete with athletes in
traditional formats at a local cricket club;
2. Minor modifications
	e.g. An umpire using agreed hand signals with a batsman who is deaf or hard of
hearing;
3. Major adaptations for people with disability
	e.g. A cricketer with a disability competing under separate rules
using modified equipment against other athletes with a disability
in a league or carnival (e.g. www.cricketvictoria.com.au/news/
article/showcasing-all-abilities-cricket);
4. Re-designed for people with disability
e.g. Blind cricket; and
5. Non-playing role
	e.g. People with a disability can be officials, coaches, club committee
members, volunteers and fans.
Link to The Inclusion Spectrum factsheet on the ASC website.
http://www.ausport.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/480072/1_-_
Inclusion_in_Sport_Factsheet.pdf
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THE TREE MODEL
In the TREE model, there are four essential elements of cricket that can be modified to make it more inclusive:
• Teaching style.
• Rules.
• Equipment.
• Environments.

TEACHING STYLE
Teaching style refers to the way cricket is communicated to participants. Techniques you may use include:
• Being aware of all the participants in your group.
• Ensuring participants are correctly positioned (for example, within visual range).
• Using appropriate language for the group (for example, if you are speaking with a person that is deaf or hard of hearing, 		
you need to consider signing. When speaking with someone with an intellectual disability, speak in simple sentences).
• Using visual aids and demonstrations.
• Using a buddy system.
• Using appropriate physical assistance — guide a participant’s body parts through a movement.
• Keeping instructions short and to the point.
• Confirm activity comprehension.

RULES
Rules may be simplified or changed and then reintroduced as skill levels increase. Techniques you may use include:
• Allowing for more bounces in a game (e.g. when bowling or when fielding).
• Having a greater number of players on a team to reduce the amount of activity required by each player.
• Reducing the amount of players to allow greater freedom of movement.
• Regularly substituting players.
• Allowing substitute runners or shortening the distance the batter needs to run to be safe.
• Reducing or extending the time to perform actions.
• Allowing different point scoring systems.
• Varying bowling styles: overarm throw, rolling or underarm toss.
• Reducing competitive elements.

EQUIPMENT
Strategies you may use include:
• Using lighter bats and/or shorter handles.
• Using lighter, bigger and/or slower bouncing balls, or balls with a rattle inside.
• Using equipment that contrasts with the playing area — white markers on grass, fluorescent balls.

ENVIRONMENTS
Strategies you may use include:
• Reducing the size of the playing area.
• Using a smooth or indoor surface rather than grass.
• Using zones within the playing area.
• Minimising distractions in the surrounding area.
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3.4.2 DISABILITY
A SPORT FOR ALL
COMMUNICATION TIPS
When referring to people with a disability, there are a few accepted terms that can help to break down potential social
stigmas associated with disability.
It is appropriate, as a general rule, to use the words and expressions that put a person ahead of their disability.
The table below offers some tips.

PHRASES TO AVOID

ALTERNATIVE(S)

Abnormal, subnormal - negative terms that imply failure
to function 'normally'

Specify the disability

Cripple, crippled - these terms convey an image of an ugly
and twisted body

A physical disability or a mobility disability

Confined to a wheelchair, wheelchair bound a wheelchair provides mobility not restriction

Uses a wheelchair or a wheelchair user

Afflicted with or suffers from - most people with
disability do not see themselves as afflicted or suffering

The person has [specify disability]

Mentally retarded, moron, retarded – highly offensive
and inaccurate

Person with an intellectual disability or person with a
learning disability

Defective, deformed - degrading terms

Specify the disability

The blind

Person who is blind or person with a vision impairment

Mongol - outdated and derogatory

Person with Down Syndrome

Spastic - offensive and inaccurate term used (most often)
in reference to a person with cerebral palsy

Person with a disability

Invalid

Person with a disability

Insane, lunatic, maniac, mental patient, neurotic, psycho
– outdated and derogatory

Person with a psychiatric disability or person with a
mental illness or person with (specify the condition)

TIPS
• Speak to the person in an age-appropriate manner. For example, if the person is an adult, speak to them using the same 		
tone you would use when normally addressing an adult.
• Speak to the person, not their coach, friend or assistant. Assume that people can speak and listen for themselves.
• If you want to know what help or assistance a person with disability needs, ask them! They are best qualified to tell you.
If they can manage by themselves, they will soon let you know.
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NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION
• Remember, people with a disability may not always communicate using speech. Some people write messages and/or use 		
computerised systems, symbols, sign language, gestures and eye movements.
• Approach the individual — they will guide you if they use a non-verbal form of communication.
• Watch a person’s body language and try to respond to any non-verbal cues.
• Begin and end conversations just as you would with anyone else.
• Use all of your communication skills — visual and verbal — and back these up with positive body language and 			
facial expressions. A smile relaxes both you and the person with whom you are communicating.

RESOURCES FOR INCLUDING PEOPLE WITH A DISABILITY
www.humanrights.gov.au/publications/disability-rights
www.ausport.gov.au/participating/disability/resources
www.dsr.nsw.gov.au/assets/pubs/industry/youre_in_the_game.pdf
www.sportingwheelies.org.au/our-services/sport/sports-a-z/cricket
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3.4.3 DISABILITY – DEAF
There are degrees of hearing loss that include mild, moderate, severe or profound; and it is not uncommon for someone to
have more than one degree of hearing loss. The key message is to understand to what degree participants can hear, and to
agree on the most effective ways to carry out participation.

DEAF PARTICIPANTS - A SPORT FOR ALL COMMUNICATION TIPS
Gain attention
Attract the person’s attention before speaking to them or else they may not realise you are talking to them. A tap on their
shoulder from the front or a wave in their peripheral vision is acceptable.
Effective positioning
Communication with a person that is deaf or hard of hearing will be enhanced if you ensure that you are standing where
they can clearly see your face. This will help if they use lip-reading to support their communication. Avoid standing with the
sun or a bright light behind you; it throws your face into shadow. In group situations, encourage the deaf athlete/s to
position themselves where they feel most comfortable such as in front of the coach and at the front of the group.
Generally a deaf person will advise on access requirements when asked. For example, “Can you lipread?” “It depends on the
person but if I can’t understand, I will use pen and paper” or “no, I need an interpreter”, etc.
Verbal communication
Once positioned effectively, it is fine to speak clearly without shouting and with normal inflection. Be polite and patient –
do not rush the conversation.
Use demonstrations
Where possible, demonstrate techniques or corrections rather than rely on verbal explanations. In order to conduct effective
demonstrations, coaches should present one or two key points of a skill at a time and use athletes where possible to demonstrate.
Visual aids
Display information visually wherever possible, such as whiteboards during team meetings/ change of innings, written
game plans and instructions before games/training. This type of communication is best practice and will benefit all in the
team. Visual aids for scoring should be used at all times such as electronic scoreboards or whiteboards/blackboards.
Check for understanding
If a deaf person does not reply or seems to have difficulty in understanding, rephrase what you just said/demonstrated
before moving on. A deaf person will usually confirm they understand by a nod of the head and conversely you should do
the same. Vice versa, don’t pretend to understand – let the person know you are having difficulty.
Develop pre-agreed signs
There are a number of simple cricket specific signs that a deaf athlete can teach members of your sporting club to assist
with communication during matches and training.
Involve everyone
It will be useful to discuss the general hints described above with squad members, parents and/or assistants prior to or
shortly after the deaf athlete joining the team. The coach/manager can also educate umpires about what can be done to
assist the athlete.

ROLE MODEL: MICHAEL PARREMORE
Background: Michael Parremore is a keen cricketer who was born profoundly deaf and grew up not knowing about the deaf
cricket community. Having learnt about the Deaf Cricket World Cup in 1996, he contacted the Victorian Deaf Society who
referred him to the Jolimont Square Social Club for deaf people. The Social Club introduced him to the Kew Deaf Cricket Club
and Melbourne Deaf Cricket Club. Michael entered the pathways, representing Deaf Cricket Victoria at the Australian Deaf
Games. His participation led to committee roles and he became President of the Melbourne Deaf Cricket Club, leading to
life membership in 2012. Michael represented Australia in the Deaf Ashes and Deaf World Cup and he took up a role as an
administrator with Deaf Cricket Australia. Michael met his wife through the Deaf Social Club and his involvement with
cricket has changed his life.
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CASE STUDY TIPS:

q
w
e
r

Be aware of the various existing pathways, communities and programs for cricketers of all abilities.
Support representative aspirations of all abilities players.
Identify and develop players who are enthusiastic to be involved on committees and coaching.
Develop successful players as mentors to inspire and provide role models for new members.

DEAF CRICKET RESOURCES
files.pitchero.com/counties/1/1409738269.pdf
www.deafcricket.com.au/
www.cricketvictoria.com.au/get-involved/deaf-cricket
https://www.facebook.com/MelbDeafCC
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3.4.4 DISABILITY – BLIND
There is considerable variation in terms of the degree and timing of vision impairment. The key message is to understand to
what degree participants can see, and to agree on the most effective ways to carry out participation.

BLIND PARTICIPANTS – A SPORT FOR ALL COMMUNICATION TIPS
Announce yourself
Let the player know when you and anyone else have entered or are leaving a room, or conversation. When meeting the
player, address them by name and always give your name (don’t assume they’ll recognise your voice even if you have met
them before). When talking in groups, address people by name. Speak naturally and clearly in your normal speaking voice.
Accurate and specific language
If you are giving directions, visual instructions supported by clear verbal information may be useful. Don’t talk about ‘here’
and ‘there’. Use accurate and specific language (e.g. “the kit bag is on your left”, rather than “the kit bag is over there”). In a
dangerous situation, say “stop” rather than “look out”. Provide the player with clear and concise instructions about
participating in the activity. Be patient, as a player with vision impairment may take longer to master an activity.
Manage surrounding environment
Make sure the player is aware of their surroundings by using verbal descriptions. Familiarise the player with the specific
activity. Allow them to touch and feel the equipment and surrounding surfaces. Do not move objects without telling the
player. Avoid situations where there is competing noise. Be aware that the player may be disadvantaged by not seeing
what’s going on. Describe what is happening (e.g. “I am going to pass you a new bat to try now”).
Ask
Always ask first to see whether help is needed. It is OK to ask players how much they can see. Most people with vision
impairment have a degree of vision — only a small minority are totally blind. Standing in a particular position (e.g. directly in
front of them or to one side) may suit their visual range and/or acuity. If a player with a vision impairment requests manual
guidance, wait for them to take your arm or elbow and then walk beside them but slightly in front, so they can sense
changes in direction. As you move, give verbal information about the surface you are walking on (e.g. steps or slopes, gaps
or doors) ensuring that the player you are assisting has time to react to the changes.
Facility signage
Use symbols, a large, simple font and ensure good colour contrast.
Brochures and pamphlets
Use a simple font, the highest possible contrast colour, wide-spacing between letters, upper and lower case letters, as well
as symbols and illustrations.
Online
Ideally exchange information online, where accessibility settings and programs can be customised.

CASE STUDY: BLIND CRICKET
• An audible ball is used. The ball rattles/rings when moving.
(note: ball is of similar size and weight to a conventional cricket ball).
•	Sides are composed of players with different levels of vision. A side is generally made up of four totally blind players (B1
– no sight up to the ability to see the difference between light and dark), three poor sighted/partially blind players (B2 from the ability to be able to distinguish the shape of an object held in front of their face, up to, a sight acuity of 2-60. This
means that they can see at a range of only two metres, what a fully sighted person can see at 60 metres. Or, they have a
field of vision of less than five degrees) and four partially sighted players. (B3 - an acuity of 6-60. They can see at six metres
what a full sighted person can see at 60 metres. Or, a field of vision of less than 20 degrees). Each sight category has a 12th
man (14 players in total, eleven players and three 12th men).
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• All bowling is underarm and the ball must bounce at least twice before reaching the batter. Before delivering the ball B1 		
players receive a direction call from the wicketkeeper to find the correct line to bowl. B1 players must bowl a minimum of 		
40 per cent of the overs in an innings.
• Totally blind players have a runner when batting and are credited with two runs for every run scored off the bat.
• The stumps are painted yellow or orange to make them easier to see.

ROLE MODEL: VARUN JAIN
27-year-old Varun Jain plays cricket for Enfield, 13km south-west of the Sydney CBD. He migrated from the town of Zira, in
Punjab, to Australia in 2007. He is blind, having lost his sight six years ago through tuberculosis meningitis. Varun had no
sight in one eye and approximately five per cent in the other. Varun returned to Zira for two years, and was in a wheelchair
for seven months before he had the confidence to walk. In 2010, he returned to Australia, and in 2013 he took up blind
cricket.

BLIND CRICKET RESOURCES
blindcricketaustralia.com.au/
www.vbca.org.au/
www.blindcricket.com/
qbca.org.au/
www.blindcricketsa.org/
www.wadsa.org.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=43:wa-cricket-club-blind&catid=11:member-clubs&Itemid=227
blindcricket.act.cricket.com.au/
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3.4.5 INTELLECTUAL
DISABILITY
DISABILITY - WHO DEFINITION
“Disabilities is an umbrella term, covering impairments, activity limitations, and participation restrictions. An impairment is a
problem in body function or structure; an activity limitation is a difficulty encountered by an individual in executing a task or
action; while a participation restriction is a problem experienced by an individual in involvement in life situations.”
(World Health Organisation (WHO), no date.).

DISABILITY - KEY MESSAGE
The key message is to understand what strengths and limitations participants have, and to agree (with participant and/or
carer) on the most effective ways to carry out participation.

PARTICIPANTS WITH AN INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY – A SPORT FOR ALL ENGAGEMENT TIPS
Understand the player
It is essential to acknowledge that each person is very much an individual, with specific strengths, weaknesses and overall
abilities. It is important to gather background information on the level of their intellectual disability, and any associated
conditions that could impact on training and development. Speak with the athlete and parents/guardians about associated
conditions, relevant medical history and ensure that an emergency action plan is in place where appropriate.
Delivery of instructions
Keep instructions simple, brief and to the point. Talk to people using age-appropriate tone of voice and language.
Simplifying the language you use does not mean treating adults like children. Use short and simple sentence structure. Use
repetition, create established routines and provide structure. Be flexible, break skills/tasks down into smaller parts and
adapt if needed, set clear rules and boundaries, supervise where necessary. Provide visual examples.
Check for understanding
Don’t presume that all players understand your instruction, comments and questions – regularly check that the players
understand. A useful strategy is to ask players to repeat instructions back to you. You should also make sure you
understand the player. Ask them to repeat themselves if you do not understand. Do not guess; it is more embarrassing
when you get it wrong.
Involve others
Everyone involved with the player (e.g. parents, guardians) should be made aware of details such as the times and locations
of training and games, progress of the player, and developmental plans. In situations where there is a mix of players with
and without a disability, find out the prior experiences that other team members have had with players who have a
disability. This will help in creating a more positive and welcoming environment.
Patience
Patience, consistency and tact are the key factors necessary to ensure a sensitive and practical understanding of the player
with a disability. Extra time will generally be required when introducing/implementing new skills or drills. Extra time may
also be needed to develop the concept of “team” performance.
Match ability
Set realistic goals that match players’ physical ability and skill proficiency. Remember not to set expectations too low.
Players may have previously experienced a lack of opportunities to participate in sports and physical activity. As a result
they may have reduced fitness and lower motor skill development than their peers. Players may have some unexpected
and/or adverse reactions to pressure situations. Some players may not have a sense of danger or fully understand the
consequences of certain behaviours. Positively stated rules such as “stay with the group” and close supervision are the first
steps in minimising risks.
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CASE STUDY – LORD’S TAVERNERS INDOOR SHIELD
Background: The best state-based indoor cricketers with an intellectual disability come together to compete in a week long
Annual Indoor Cricket tournament that is fully integrated - the same venue, draw, umpires and resources - Australian Open
Championships, the major annual indoor tournament for indoor cricket.
Through a 20-plus year relationship between AUSRAPID and Indoor Cricket (Cricket Australia), the integrated competition
has been a template for AUSRAPID to work with various other sports over the years.

CASE STUDY TIPS:

q

Work closely with the state indoor cricket body and the local Lord’s Taverners Australian branch to ascertain what
promotion / support is available.

w Work with AUSRAPID to ensure that a person participating in a local competition is eligible to compete in 		
The Lord’s Taverners Shield based on the eligibility criteria.

e

Establish pathway opportunities in the State/Territory to help inspire local participation.

INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY RESOURCES
www.idrs.org.au/education/about-intellectual-disability.php
www.adifferentbrilliant.org.au/
www.downsyndrome.org.au/
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